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Abstract The need to accurately measure flow profiles in
microfluidic channels is well recognised. In this work, we
present a new optical feedback interferometry (OFI) flow
sensor that accurately measures local velocity in fluids and
enables reconstruction of a velocity profile inside a micro-
channel. OFI is a self-aligned interferometric technique that
uses the laser as both the transmitter and the receiver thus of-
fering high sensitivity, fast response, and a simple and com-
pact optical design. The system described here is based on
a commercial semiconductor laser and has been designed
to achieve a micrometer range spatial resolution. The sen-
sor performance was validated by reconstructing the veloc-
ity profile inside a circular cross-section flow channel with
320µm internal diameter, with a relative error smaller than
1.8 %. The local flow velocity is directly measured, thus
avoiding the need for model based profile calculation and
uncertainties inherent to this approach. The system was val-
idated by successfully extracting the flow profiles in both
Newtonian and Non-Newtonian liquids.
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1 Introduction

There has been a growing interest to develop microscale
devices that can manipulate and transport small amounts
of fluid, such as microreactors, micromixers, and lab-on-
chip devices. Miniaturization and integration of chemical
operations have many specific advantages such as increased
speed, efficiency, portability and reduction of reagent con-
sumption (Anxionnaz et al., 2008). Indeed, decreasing de-
vice size allows a reduction of technology constraints to the
benefit of chemistry (de Mello and Wooton, 2002; Ahmed
et al., 2006). This has created a need for new diagnostic tools
with spatial resolution in the order of several micrometers.
Accurate measurement of velocity distribution in miniature
channels is of great interest to provide better understanding
of fluidic transport, mixing and fluid properties. Currently,
particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) is the most advanced
technique for obtaining accurate measurement of velocity
distribution in sub-millimeter channels (Meinhart et al.,1999;
Santiago et al., 1998; Sarrazin et al., 2006). However, this
kind of sensing technology is extremely complex, expensive
and bulky.

Optical Feedback Interferometry (OFI) (Bosch et al., 2006)
offers a rapid, direct, non-invasive and high-resolution alter-
native for determining flow rate within flow-channels (de Mul
et al., 1992). This technique allows the laser itself to func-
tion as both the light source and the detector, making pos-
sible low-cost and compact sensors. A number of prelimi-
nary applications to flow rate measurement have been previ-
ously reported (Zakian et al., 2005; Norgia et al., 2010) and
recently measurement of flow in microchannels has been
demonstrated (Kliese et al., 2010).

In this study a flow sensor based on OFI is presented that
accurately measures the fluid flow profile in sub-millimeter
channels. It employs a low-cost Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting
Laser (VCSEL), a simple 2-lens optical setup and senses
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fluid flow rate by monitoring the change in the laser’s termi-
nal voltage (Lim et al., 2009). This sensor has been designed
to operate in the single scattering regime, that is of interest
for a number of chemical and biomedical applications (Nor-
gia et al., 2012).
The aims of this paper are: (i) to present the theory of OFI
for fluid flow-rate measurement, (ii) to demonstrate the per-
formance of an OFI flow sensor that measures local velocity
in fluids with spatial resolution in the micrometer range and
enables reconstruction of a velocity profile inside a micro-
channel, (iii) to validate the performance of the sensor with
deterministic flows that can be easily described with classi-
cal analytical solutions.

In Sec. 2., OFI theory applied to fluid flow rate measure-
ment for the single scattering regime is briefly discussed.
A detailed description of the experimental set-up is given
in Sec. 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results, high-
lighting the accuracy and the repeatability of the sensor for
velocity profile measurement for both Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids in a circular microchannel. Finally, con-
clusions are drawn in Sec. 5.

2 OFI applied to fluid flow rate measurement

The optical feedback effect occurs when a portion of the
light emitted from a laser is reflected from an external target
and re-enters the laser cavity (Kane and Shore, 2005). This
optical feedback causes measurable changes in the laser fre-
quency and emitted power (Giuliani et al., 2002). The ef-
fect can also be observed by monitoring the change in the
laser terminal voltage, allowing velocity, distance or dis-
placement measurement (Lim et al., 2009, 2010).

When a laser illuminates an object moving with a veloc-
ity Vtarget, the reflected optical wave experiences a Doppler
shift in frequency. The difference frequency,fDoppler is usu-
ally referred to as the Doppler frequency (Albrecht et al.,
2003; de Groot and Gallatin, 1989):

fDoppler=
2nVtargetcos(θ)

λ
(1)

whereθ is the angle the target velocity vector makes with
respect to the propagation axis of the laser beam,λ is the
laser wavelength in free-space andn the refractive index
of the surrounding medium. The Doppler signal is acquired
through variations in laser terminal voltage and will be re-
ferred to as the OFI signal.

Measuring the flow rate of a moving fluid is similar to
measuring the velocity of a solid object. Light emitted from
the laser is focused into the fluid by an optical system there-
fore defining the sensing volume from where the signal is
being obtained. Light scattered from a single moving parti-
cle that is suspended in the fluid, is shifted in frequency by
the Doppler effect, Eq. (1). The optical system collects light

Fig. 1 Experimental setup

back-scattered from a number of different particles with dif-
ferent velocities, leading to a distribution of Doppler fre-
quencies in the OFI signal spectrum instead of a single beat
frequency peak. For a liquid where the particle concentra-
tion is low enough that multiple scattering can be ignored,
a peak appears in the frequency spectrum corresponding to
the mean Doppler frequency of the moving particles within
the sensing volume.

In OFI systems the illumination and collection beams
spatially overlap. Assuming the laser operates in the fun-
damental Gaussian mode, the measurement volume centred
around the beam focus, is defined as the volume within which
the optical intensity has a magnitude higher than 1/e2 of the
intensity peak value (Albrecht et al., 2003). Nevertheless, a
very small particle in the measuring volume may not reflect
sufficient light to be detected; therefore the detection volume
in this case is smaller than the measurement volume. On the
contrary, a large number of highly reflective particles may be
detected, even if they are slightly outside the measurement
volume as defined above. Under these conditions, the detec-
tion volume is clearly larger than the measurement volume.
Throughout the article it is understood that the calculated
measurement volume is only an estimate of the effective de-
tection volume.

3 Experimental set-up

The laser used was a commercial VCSEL (Firecomms, model
RVM665T) lasing at 667 nm with a threshold current,Ith,
of 0.8 mA. In all experiments the VCSEL was operated at
a constant current of 2.25Ith, where it was found to exhibit
good optical feedback sensitivity and stability, as well assin-
gle mode behaviour. A dual-lens system was used (Fig. 1)
with collimating (lens 1) and focusing (lens 2) lenses of
respective focal lengths 15.29 and 8 mm. The laser beam
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axis was angled at 80◦ relative to the flow direction. The
two lenses were chosen so as to minimize the spot size,
and hence improve the spatial resolution of the measurement
system. The assembled optical head was characterized with
a beam profiler, and the spot diameter in focus was mea-
sured to be 32.26µm. This results in a sensing volume of
7.16x105µm3, providing for a sufficient spatial resolution to
scan the channel, which has a 320µm internal diameter. The
optical head was mounted on a computer controlled 3-axis
motorized translation stage. The focus point was stepped
through the channel by the translation stage to obtain the
measurement points needed to reconstruct the flow profile.

The voltage across the VCSEL terminals was AC-coupled
to a low-noise voltage amplifier and then fed into an analog-
to-digital converter for digital signal processing on com-
puter. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was performed in
software to obtain the signal frequency spectrum. All the
reported Doppler spectra have been obtained as the mean of
64 successively acquired spectra. The acquisition time was
lower than 10 ms. Therefore, the sensor response time can
be considered as being close to real-time.

A microfluidic channel with circular cross-section of in-
ner diameter 320µm was fabricated using Polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) with the refractive index of 1.4 (Mark,
1999). The liquid under test was composed of 98 % water
and 2 % milk by mass.

For a laminar flow, the velocity profile in a circular chan-
nel is parabolic, with the velocity increasing from zero at the
wall (no slip boundary condition) to a maximum value at
the centre. The Reynolds number, which indicates laminar
regime is defined by:

Re =
QDH

νA
(2)

WhereQ is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s), DH is the hy-
draulic diameter (m),A is the pipe cross-sectional area (m2)
andν is the kinematic velocity (m2/s), that can be expressed
by:

ν =
µ

ρ
(3)

Whereµ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (Pa.s) and
ρ is the density of the fluid (kg/m3). By assuming that the
particle concentration in our solution is low enough that the
parameters of the fluid can be approximated to those for wa-
ter (µ = 0.001 Pa.s,ρ = 997 kg/ m3 at 20◦C) and with re-
spect to the flow rates imposed (from 5 to 50µL/min), the
Reynolds number varies from 0.33 to 33 (laminar regime).

The velocity profile in a circular cross-section channel
for Newtonian fluid in the laminar regime is given by Poiseuille’s
law. In order to investigate non-Newtonian flow profiles, xan-
than gum powder was added in various concentrations to

Fig. 2 Diagram showing the scan configuration with respect to the z-
axis of the flow channel. The angle calibration is calculatedat position
B, and the velocity profile is measured from A to C. The flow channel
has a 160µm internal radius R

the 2 % milk solution used previously. Xanthan gum, whose
viscosity decreases with shear rate, shows a shear-thinning
behaviour. The Ostwald-de-Waele law is chosen to model
the variation of viscosityµ with shear ratėγ for the xanthan
gum based liquid phase:

µ= K · γ̇m (4)

whereK is the consistency index andm the flow index. They
are determined from experimental rheograms. The analyti-
cal solutions for the velocity profile when a purely shear-
thinning fluid flows inside a circular channel is given by:

V(z) =
2Q
S

3m
m+1

(

1+
( z

R

)
m+1

m
)

(5)

whereQ is the pumping flow rate,S the area of the cross-
section of the channel,z the distance from the center, andR
the radius of the channel.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Sensor calibration

The sensor was calibrated using a solution of 98 % distilled
water and 2 % milk. First, the laser beam focus was moved
to the middle of the channel (position B in Fig. 2) and the
position was then further adjusted to where the OFI signal
exhibited the highest frequency (Fig. 3). Then, the average
Doppler frequency within the sensing volume was extracted
from the OFI signal spectrum using the following fitting
function:

a f−b+ c+dexp
−

(

f − fpeak

)2

h
(6)

wherea, b andc are the fitting parameters depending only
on the experimental set-up. Thus,a andb in the first term are
the parameters used for fitting the 1/f noise, and parameterc
in the second term is used for fitting the broadband noise in
the spectrum. In the last term of the fitting function,d cor-
responds to the strength of the Doppler peak, the half-width
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Fig. 3 OFI signal in frequency domain measured at the middle of the
channel and the corresponding fitting curve (Eq. (6)). The mean fre-
quency in the sensing volume is calculated by extracting theDoppler
frequency of the signal

at half maximum of the Doppler spectra being represented
by h. The parametersd, h and fpeakdepend on the electro-
optical system design, as well as on the reflectivity and the
number density of particles, the fluid velocity, and the veloc-
ity distribution within the detection volume. The parameter
fpeakrepresents the fluid velocity at the measurement point.

Doppler spectra were recorded at different fluid flow rates
Q from 0 to 50µL.min−1 (Fig. 4(a)). The frequency of the
Doppler peak as a function of the maximum velocityVmax=
2Q
S is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The final step of the calibration procedure consists in
calculating the incident angleθ from the slope of the fitting
in Fig. 4(b). It was calculated to be 80.25◦, close to the value
given by the goniometer stage.

4.2 Laminar flow profile : Newtonian fluid

To measure the velocity profile, the laser focus was first
moved back to position A in Fig. 2, and the laser scanned
across the flow channel (z direction in Fig. 2) in 10µm steps
toward position C.

The first liquid under test was milk diluted in distilled
water (1:50), pumped at 20µL.min−1, which corresponds to
an average velocity of 4.15 mm.s−1. The experimentally re-
constructed flow profile is plotted in Fig. 5. The solid curve
represents the theoretical parabolic velocity profile described
by Poiseuille’s law, whereas the blue curve represents the
measured velocity at each radial location. The experiment
agrees well with theory in the mid to high flow rate range.

The difference between the experimental and the theo-
retical velocities is plotted in Fig. 6. Notwithstanding the
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Fig. 4 (a) OFI signal in the frequency domain for several flow rates
(0, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50µL.min−1) (b) Plot of the Doppler frequency
as a function of the flow rate. The peak frequency shows a linear re-
lationship with velocity. The angle between the flow direction and the
optical beam can be estimated from the slope of this relationship, and
has been calculated to be 80.25◦

first point (with a discrepancy of 3 %), this measurement in-
dicates good agreement with theory. Over the usable range,
the relative error for each measurement point was less than
1.8 %. The error near the channel’s walls can be attributed
to the difficulty in fitting the Gaussian peak close to the low
frequency noise induced by the system.

To estimate the repeatability of the measurement, the
standard deviation for 8 consecutive scans was calculated for
each measurement point (Fig. 5). In addition to the increase
of the error observed in the previous paragraph, the sensor
shows also a compromised repeatability near the channel’s
wall. The discrepancy observed at low particle velocities can
be also explained by difficulties in extracting the Gaussian
peak from low frequency noise. Nevertheless, overall this
measurement indicates good repeatability.
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Fig. 5 A comparison between theoretical profile (solid red curve) and
8 consecutive measured profiles (blue errorbars) along the centre-line
of the flow channel with a flow speed of 20µL/min−1. The liquid is
milk (2 %) diluted in water
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Fig. 6 The mean measurement error to the theoretical profile as a func-
tion of the scanned position within the tube

The minimum spatial resolution of the system depends
on the fluid composition and velocity, and could not be ac-
curately measured. The laser spot size has been estimated at
32µm, but Fig. 5 and Fig. 8 show that the effective spatial
resolution of the sensor is better than 10µm. These prelimi-
nary results demonstrate the feasibility of OFI measurement
in microchannels of size well below 320µm. Future work
shall consist in characterizing accurately the OFI spatialres-
olution as a function of the fluid parameters and the optical
system.

4.3 Laminar flow profile : Shear thinning fluid

Adding a shear thinning fluid to the initial milk-water mix
leads to a different velocity distribution in microchannels.
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Fig. 7 Experimental rheograms for various concentrations of xanthan
gum (0.25 (cross) 1 (circle) and 3 g/L (square)). The viscosity of each
solution as a function of the shear rate applied are plotted in logarithm
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Fig. 8 Measured (markers) and theoretical (solid line) velocity profile
in a 320µm channel for various solutions of xanthan gum (0 (plus),
0.25 (cross), 1 (circle), and 3 g/L (square))

Within the laminar range, the velocity profile is expected to
become flatter in the center as the solution becomes shear-
thinning.
Four solutions at different xanthan gum concentrations (0,
0.25, 1, and 3 g/L) were pushed through the flow channel
at a pumping rate of 30µL.min−1. We measured the rela-
tionship between the shear rate and the viscosity for each
solution, using a rheometer (TA instruments AR 2000) in a
small-angle cone and plate configuration (Fig.7). The tem-
perature was controlled at 25◦C. The power law exponent
mwas then extracted from these experimental rheograms us-
ing Eq. (4), and found to be 1, 0.73, 0,56, and 0.37 respec-
tively. The theoretical velocity profiles are obtained using
Eq. (5) and the calculated values ofm, and are compared
to the measurement results in Fig. 8. The experimental pro-
file for non-Newtonian fluid in the laminar range shows also
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good agreement with theory (Eq. 5). Thus the discrimination
of different velocity profiles by OFI is demonstrated, and
the technology’s application to the measurement of complex
flow behaviour is verified.

5 Conclusion

An OFI microfluidic flow sensor capable of accurately mea-
suring flow rates and profiles in micrometer-scale channels
was presented. Flow profile reconstruction of laminar flow
in a channel with an internal diameter of 320µm was demon-
strated. OFI differs from the well established technique ofµ-
PIV by the simplicity of implementation and the low cost of
its technology. The OFI sensors can be fully automated, of-
fering opportunity of on-site implementation with unskilled
operators. OFI possible applications include following the
establishment of flow steady-state regime, detecting the de-
viations from normal behaviour, and performing rapid one
dimensional flow scans.
However,µ-PIV remains so far the most powerful tool to
accurately measure fluid flow distribution in complex sys-
tems (multiphase flows, complex rheology..), and to provide
velocity distribution in large two-dimensional areas.
Future extensions of this work include operation in the mul-
tiple scattering regime and characterization of non-laminar
flows. Considering it is a single point raster-scanning tech-
nique (in its current implementation), OFI has limited appli-
cability for mapping large flow-channels. Its demonstrated
acquisition time is around 10 ms per single point measure-
ment which effectively limits the image resolution achiev-
able. Nevertheless, the use of a VCSEL array (Lim et al.,
2009, 2010) can remove the need for mechanical scanning
completely, thus improving acquisition time, spatial reso-
lution and reducing mechanical complexity of the system.
This should lead to the acquisition of a complete map of the
velocity distribution in a channel in about 10 ms. Using OFI
to characterize liquids through measurement of their flow
profiles could lead to innovative, new, low-cost sensors, and
brings about new possibilities for the design of enhanced
Bio-system-on-a-Chip.
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